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UFO’s: the search for truth, reality and tools for their
redemption
By Nicolaas de Jong
There’s an undeniable connection between UFO’s and the subnatural realm. This realm contains various
subrealms cohering with our contemporary one-sided materialistic culture. Our technology and UFOtechnology is a direct expression thereof. The bottom line is it calls on our sense of responsibility for the
development of Humanity and the earth.
Editor’s note: To clarify these topics the concepts, ideas, methodology and the subsequent results of
research of contemporary Christian Esoterics in the form of Goethean Science, are used. See therefore the
introduction on Goethean Science on this site.
UFO’s and politics
UFO’s have penetrated the consciousness of a wide range of the population. They have a far-reaching
influence, e.g. as partners of certain western governmental fractions and corporate powers. This
cooperation paves the way for UFO’s to experiment unbothered with the life- and organ forces of humans
and animals, giving the top-politicians and business-men the lead in technology. This has little to do with the
ultimate goal of Humanity, viz. to become a spirit of Love and Freedom. The sausage held in front of peoples
faces is the idealization of indefinite technical control of matter, giving us a so-called ever increasing
freedom. Thus, more and more talents, which someday can be developed by us through inward work, are put
into abstract machinery. UFO’s tell us we’re rather primitive (1) and need their protection and guidance
because by their work on genes they were the ones who supposed to have caused our emanation from the
apes (2).
The essence of UFO’s is thus: they are not the extra-terrestrials or the outer cosmic-beings like they wants
us to believe and pretend to be (they might have a connection with this or that star, but everything on earth
has that, so that’s nothing to worship them for). They are elemental beings (gnomes, nimphs, elves, fairy
beings) which are condensed too far, aware of their own implosion and therefore eagerly looking for
compensation through the life- and organ forces of humans. For their inward nourishment they try to serve
themselves with the qualities of our souls, because they themselves have hardly developed those (these
developed qualities also stand for portals to spiritual knowledge); therefore also e.g. their sclerotic insectoid
appearance. Their ultimate goal is to create their own dominion, a planet, built up of our forces. Partly we
ourselves are the cause they have turned away from us and started to emancipate. Out of fear for the
whimsical tendency of nature we have become directed towards ourselves and use(d) the thoughts of Nature
(i.e. are elemental beings) in our abstract materialistic techniques, causing these elemental beings to fall
out of the Cosmic Order and the ascending evolution. This (still) gives them a high intelligence, plus a
certain degree of free will, but it also causes them to become cold and bitter. Their being is composed of a
soul-body through which they have awareness and an Etheric-Life body of formative forces through which
they can act. But through the above described developments they do not use their soul-body (which basically
is composed of the forces of sympathy and antipathy generating colors as gradations of feelings) in the Lightether any more as feeling, but as propulsion by means of light. Every time when their vehicles propulsion
starts to work it generates phenomena of light, which means they have developed astral (viz. soul)
techniques.
They also have cognition about the secrets of metal, as is demonstrated when parts of their suits or vehicles
are crumpled up and they subsequently jump back into their original form; this indicates a knowledge of the
formative forces of the Etheric-Life World, which we haven’t yet or hardly been able to master ourselves (3).
These beings cannot be seen as pure evil, but they have to do with ourselves. They have become pieces of
knocked loose technique with their own intelligence and a resolvedness of direction. They seem to lack a
soul and initially resist and oppose us. Their focus is on attempting to condense themselves more and more
in a physical form out of our Etheric-Life forces, whereby their relative freedom and own will is used and
directed by higher spirits who work behind them (4). Thus, we will have to start something with them, will
they be able to fit in the whole purpose of Earth-development. This means we’ll have to connect with them

in a more conscious manner and try to come to cooperation (again), through which we can point them out to
something more worthwhile than a struck loose planet of their own. By doing so we eventually can help to
create out of them the germs for new human beings, with whom we ourselves are able to instigate and guide
a new Cosmic development (5). This would take place on the stage of the Vulcan-Earth (6). If they are really
willing to go for a soul development and will try to condense therein the Spiritual Self (the I), they will be
able to form the consciousness of these human seeds, which will be the basis of later higher spiritual
faculties. If this will not work, viz. they will only want to make a planet of their own, then they will really
harden and become rigid, and will thus drag along a part of humanity which is incapable of overcoming
that/them(7).
UFO’s arranged by realms of the Etheric-Life World & some tools for their redemption
Out of this point of view I now want to go deeper into their being. Roughly the next 4 categories have been
observed and described (and as it is hardly possible to see them physically, seen they appear in a twilight
zone of sleeping and waking, you may safely say the observations are coloured by the souls of the ones who
observe them; their features are moreover characterizations than complete observations): the small and tall
greys, the lizards or reptilians, the beings from Mars and the praying mantis (locust) (8) . With these four
there is a connection with four basic forces, viz. electricity, (electro-)magnetism, gravity and the nuclear
forces (VanderWaals-forces), the latter between the innermost ties of matter which science refers to as
atoms (9). Each and every one of these subterranean forces cohere with one of the 9 inner-earth layers, all
being a contra-reflection of the 9 higher hierarchies of angels (4).
* Electricity is fallen/materialized light and occurs in one another attracting opposite or repulsive similar
charges. This is a reflection of the World of the Soul, basically existing of the forces of sympathy and
antipathy; in the Etheric-Life World this is reflected as Light-Ether. Electricity was (re)discovered by Galvani
in 1785, a year after the discovery of Uranus, which itself specifically coheres with our Spirit Self (Manas)
forces - generating the ability for us to develop the faculty of Clair-voyancy (2nd step of Goethean Science) –
built up on our soul-body. When you look at the greys you see they mainly communicate with the transfer of
the consciousness of thoughts, by paralyzing the will of humans and dimming the human self-consciousness in
the soul-body. This enables them to subsequently steel Life-forces by puncturing the organs and the genitals.
The being who these effects in the Soul-Astral World originate from is Lucifer (the Biblical Diabolos), who has
provided us with discernment and egoism in our soul-body (this may sound weird regarding possible
conventional spiritual views, but lets say everything has two sides and it depends from what level you look at
phenomena). The outward appearance of the greys is tightened and stony, soulless, with big expressionless
eyes. Their propulsion in machines is accompanied by light- and color phenomena. This indicates more they
have mastered the astral qualities in an outward way than inwardly (10). With intervals and sounds one can
fill one’s soul, which can enable them to let them come along by this purposeful filled sound.

Uranus
* (Electro-)magnetism characterizes itself by electric charges that move spirally; the movement then is an
effect stemming from the Etheric-Life World and expressing itself in the Sound- or Chemical Ether. The
Vegetable World is very sensitive for this. In the 19th Century this force was discovered (by Maxwell) and it
coheres with the discovery of the planet Neptune in 1846. Neptune generates the forces of the so-called Life
Spirit (Buddhi), which enables the development of the faculty of Inspiration, viz. Clair-feeling/Clairsentiency in other beings and processes of Life (the 3rd step of Goethean Science; Clair-audiency is a faculty

that can go hand in hand with it). Electromagnetism enables a subterranean entry into the Etheric-Life
World, where it can be used in a manipulative manner. Simultaneously there were oil-drillings in the year of
its discovery, setting free the latent astral dragon-reptilian-dinosaur forces (11). Mainly Ahriman (12) works
in this realm. He is the ‘genius’ who is focused on directing the forces of the Etheric-Life World on his own
earthly Kingdom, and chaining the human being into his reign over that Kingdom. That’s why he’s focused on
condensing the fallen elemental beings more and more out of our Etheric-Life-forces (i.e. the organ-forces)
and make them more powerful, more physical, which thus eventually makes us subordinate to intelligent
machines. Therefore he sends along with every incarnating human being a being that is called the Etheric
Double(13). Curing them and trying to integrate these reptilians into an ascending spiritual development is
possible through sounds and rhythms that are filled with our soul-substance. Those sounds and rhythms can
be built up out of effects of the stars and planets. The Etheric-Life World consists of these two ingredients or
workings, and by de-mechanization of e.g. moving TV-images and video-clips this can be directed again on a
purposeful development of humanity and the world in which these reptilians can move along (and probably
are not able to do otherwise).

Neptune
* Gravity is something to which we have to generate an opposing force, viz. that of the erection out of our
will. When our will is blocked, e.g. by an illness, we are only able to lie down and are at the mercy of
heaviness. Gravity is a force that presses all beings and people on earth, so that they can come to a
development and will not prematurely ‘fly away’. This force has a subterranean antipole, viz nuclear power.
This is the potential will residing in matter that can generate disintegration and also contains the possible
power to dissolve the earth (viz. enabling transformation and sublimation) in a far future.

Atom bomb test (Romeo Base 1954)

Since the beginning of the 20th century (discovered by the Curie-couple) this force has come into the human
consciousness and was also made available and applicable in the 1930’s and 40’s (atomic bomb). It more or
less coincides with the discovery of Pluto in 1930, which planet is the basis for the Spirit Man forces, viz. the
creative forces which will become available to the human being when s/he transforms her/his physical body
through her/his spirit (the 4th step of Goethean Science) – her/his I or Higher Self out of the ideals which
reside in the so-called phantom body (14). We work with our will through our warmth-organization, the
‘point of impact’ of our spirit. In the Etheric-Life World this forms the Warmth-ether (this is something else
than what is often defined as and quantified in energy).

Clearest picture so far: Pluto with it’s moon Charon (Hubble Telescope)
This connection with the will strongly makes you think of the E.T.’s, which call themselves beings from Mars
(Mars is the planet of the force of the will, i.e. bringing forth the processes of the gal in our being - the force
of taking initiative). These beings assert a catastrophy has happened on their planet, after which a part of
them came to Earth and is waiting for a non-violent acceptance by humanity. They take little initiative, look
‘tanned’ and hardened (like in the movies ‘E.T.’ and ‘My uncle from Mars’) but are equipped with an
inexhaustible will-power. Most probably are they elemental beings which have loosened from human beings
and which cohere with the techniques we have realized on Earth with the forces of Mars. But this technique
is not furnished with the spiritual touch of our Higher Self or with our soul-substance. Our propulsiontechniques (car, plane, rocket) are characterized by impersonalized forces of the will, as an extension of our
will, so everybody can operate them. In its turn destructions and explosions are caused by it.
Redeeming and reintegrating them in an ascending evolutionary development is possible by developing a
‘moral technique’ consisting of our own skills, having an inward accent and direction, in stead of purely
outer techniques. By the way the greys also strongly use paralysis of the will-power of humans.

E.T.
* VanderWaals or nuclear forces keep matter together, they are contracting forces and they need to be
discerned from atomic forces which in its turn generate the tendency to dissolve. The ultimate feature of
matter is form, in which all beings and phenomena express themselves. Form is condensed spirit, eventually
an outworking of what lives in the stars as the thoughts of the Gods and the Divine Plan of Creation. In Christ
this Cosmic Word has become ‘flesh’/form (16). When matter falls apart, it crumbles into meaninglessness.

The cohering forces in the Etheric-Life World are of the highest so far manifested order, and can be called
those of the Form-Ether or ‘Ether of Purpose’ (one of its qualities is that it maintains life in its form). When
looking at the ‘locusts’ we are struck by its outspoken figure: a skeleton on the outside which has hardened
in its form as an Armour. These are mostly the leaders of the other UFO’s, although they operate more in the
background. They are beings of darkness expelled from the sun, called Asura’s. Their combined intelligence
is indicated by the name ‘Sorat’, the being who aims to splice off peaces of the Self (16). By obscuring the
purpose of Humanity they can try to splice the Self of humans, which actually is a oneness, and to use these
‘pieces of the Self’ (viz. being warmth-organization) to use it for the incorporation of an Asura being in a
human body. This sometimes already happens, recognizable by the empty dark eyes of some people who
mostly radiate a glowing hatred (which itself is undirected, unpurified dark warmth).
Transforming them is possible by the following. By his crucifixion in the Etheric-Life World (17) Christ has
been able to let new elemental beings flow into the Etheric-Life World with the qualities of Love and
Freedom, which we can thus use to furnish these beings again with seeds of development and growth, and if
possible to transform them in a process of development for the good. We then need to bring them in a
subordination to Humanity. Out of (our) wisdom and warmth we can try to offer them seeds of a freedom of
their own, so they can clarify, transform and enlighten their undifferentiated ‘hate-warmth’ – although this
is going to be a very slow process of gaining awareness. It’s also not possible to realize this completely
before Christ has ‘conquered’ the 9th inner layer of the Earth (18), where a fallen Seraphim (‘previous’
Angel of Love) brings about hate and black magic (19).
The UFO’s, whether they inspire, work through or collaborate with governmental powers, corporate powers
and scientists, or are tools of other powers with their own aim, attempt to create a break-away of Humanity
and the Earth from the Cosmos and stars and planets where the angels reside who guide us, forcing us to and
leaving us with the single one-sided focus on a materialistic development. This tendency reveals itself e.g. in
encircling and shielding of Humanity and the Earth from the Cosmos by satellites and Bush’s SDI, and the
closing of domiciles with glassy domes as an UV-filter. The point is we humans are able to keep that freedom
and connection with the Cosmos alive. We need to figure out ourselves what the connection is we have to
the stars. We can do so by trying to realize out of our free will the Cosmic ideas that reside in our being as
ideals (phantom body). Thus we can grow by shaping and acting out of our own will, letting it pass through
the processes of our heart and thus binding the fallen elemental beings (UFO’s) on to us and learn to direct
them out of our will with and out of our feelings (faculties of Inspiration & Intuition). A portal for doing so is
to get to the bottom of what takes place in our inward life to eventually learn to consciously direct it out of
our organ processes (20).
Notes
1. This is according to their standards; a gnome by the way has the same idea about us, because he has
‘been around’ for [helping] as long as at least the physical existence is there and he “knows” everything
about this because he “ís” this knowledge.
2. This is a based on a postulate of contemporary materialistic science, which is very convenient for them to
apply for their cause; Goethean Science reveals apes descend from us.
3. The reason for my blunt outspokenness about this is because during my recent visit to California I had
meetings with a woman who was haunted by them and a mountain-spirit who had deteriorated quite far
because of them. I was called upon to fight them to free those two from their influences. After I had focused
my attention on them and tried to empathize into the souls of the person and the mountain-spirit, they fell
from them like dark crusts of mechanical workings [as matter of fact without much power in them but that
of the mechanism itself] and with metallic sounds in the Etheric-Life World. This has clarified and sharpened
my consciousness about their workings. Note of the editor: Nicolaas in this case also refers to work with
Cosmic Power Points [Stonehenge and Pike’s Peak are such points] through which one directly works with
elemental beings, like Deva’s, who are Angels of Mother Earth, and with e.g. gnomes and nymphs. Everything
is permeated by such beings and thus the physical appearances (a tree, a landscape, a mountain) appear to
be profoundly gifted and embodied with a soul.
4. As there are 9 hierarchies of angels, which form an upward ladder into the spiritual world [from angel,
archangel to seraphim] - and to which the various elemental beings belong which are steered by those
angels-, there is also a down-ward ladder of angels who have “fallen”, which means they have sacrificed
themselves for Earth-existence and its purpose for humans to become spirits of love and freedom.

5. By the way they are not the only ones going for a human development. There are various stories like
Morgana le Fay in the legend of King Arthur. Also fairy-tales like pinnochio etc.
6. Vulcan-earth is the esoteric expression for the final (7th) planetary phase. Earth went through 3 previous
condensing planetary phases and is now in its 4th phase. ‘Saturn’ is the so-called first phase (Fire/Warmth,
planting of the physical body), the second is the Old Sun-phase [condensing Warmth into Light and
Air/planting of the etheric body], the third is the Moon-phase [condensing of the substance of the second
into Water/ planting the astral body] and in the 4th this was condensed into the physique: Earth/ planting of
the “Self/ the I” [this Self/I is pure activity and it serves itself of the three bodies soul, etherbody and
physical body], the 5th phase is the Jupiter-Earth (also known as the New Jerusalem or Shamballa ),
development of the faculty of Imagination/Clair-voyancy/Manas, the 6th phase is Venus-Earth, the
development of the faculty of Inspiration/ Clair-audiency and sentiency/Buddhi and the 7th phase is the
Vulcan-Earth, development of the faculty of Intuition/ Clair-volitancy/Atma.
7. A clarifying remark made by Rudolf Steiner is that in every planetary phase the ones who are in the center
of the development are ‘disturbed’ by those who are next in line for their [i.c. human] development. This
means that in the 3rd planetary phase the beings that we now call angels and who went through their
human-development then, were disturbed by us !.
8. At this moment it is not possible to say something about the Nordics in this context, due to yet insufficient
research.
9. See my book “Science Otherwise” about ‘fields’, from page 374 and onwards (translation in English in
progress).
10. They need machines where we humans, when we carry on with an inward development, wouldn’t be
dependent on machines as much as they are for transportation. We would e.g. be able to ‘step out’ of our
physical body and move to another spot in the (Spiritual) world in an instant.
11. Some observations of people who were under hypnoses reveal ritual gatherings of leading people in the
USA in which reptilians frequently took part. This is e.g. not surprising when one thinks of how many people
of this American Elite who owe their power to the oil-industry.
12. This name originates from Angrimanju – the angry man – from the Persian Era that started around 5000
BC who fought the Sun-God Ahura Mazdao [who in those days was the form in which the Christ-being worked
and revealed himself] , and in the Bible he’s known as Satan.
13. This being is composed of an interplay of forces, which are the elemental beings [which are our thoughts
and impulses of will] that we haven’t mastered, have become conscious of or have transformed. These
forces are characterized as subterranean, viz. it uses electro-magnetism. Clairvoyant observation can
perceive it as a tall (3 meters) green being. The double isn’t “bad” by the way; it is there to stimulate us to
incarnate and to develop ourselves by its resistance. A lot of movies integrate aspects of it: The Hulk, The
Grinch, The Mask, the ‘monster’ who fights Spiderman in the 2002-movie, The Star Trek’ Nemesis movie
(2002/2003), but also the guys in black suits in The Matrix).
14. The phantom body is a body that’s just behind the physical body - in between the physical and the
etheric bodies- which is a non-physical physical body. It contains all the spiritual substance and knowledge of
a physical body, and it’s a tenuous body of warmth in which the forces of the star-constellations reside
which a human-being has visited during her/his pre-birth path towards incarnating, These star-constellations
[72, besides those of the Zodiac] contain the thoughts of the Gods and the higher ideals for our
development. Christ was the first to appear in such a body after his resurrection.
15. God the Father consists of the purpose of creation, he creates through ‘his’ Son-forces, referred to as
Christ, and the necessary awareness thereof he gains through the Mother-forces, viz the Holy Spirit; as said
this process takes place in a dynamic cooperation.
16. This name originates from the Cabbala and has come up in the Revelation of St. John in the number
“666”. This is thus deducted: 400 in Hebrew is the word “Taw”, which refers to ‘the lower Self’ [TA], 200 is
the word “Resch”, which refers to the astralbody [R], 6 means “Waw”, which refers to the etheric body [O]
and 60 is the word “Samech”, which refers to the physical body [S]. By reading the letters between [ ]

backward, it gives SORAT, which means that all the 3 bodies [astral, etheric and physical] are put in the
service of the lower Self. Sorat is the other Beast, “the dragon that comes out of the Earth” spoken of in the
Rev. of St. John, Chapter 13-11: He gives his power to the “first Beast” [13:12, 3, 4] “that comes out of the
Sea” [which is Satan;13:1].
17. In the Bible this is traceable in how his “Second Coming” is foresaid to take place, where it is referred to
as a return on “the heavenly clouds”; this is an esoteric expression for the Etheric-Life World. See: Gospel of
St. Matthew Chapt. 24:30, 26:64 and Revelation of St. John Chapt. 1:7. Jesaiah Ben Aharon in “Das geistige
Ereignis des 20. Jahrhunderts - eine Imagination, has figured out this ultimately has happened in the year
1942, when the Holocaust had reached its deepest point. The people of “The Roaring Kettle” have had
similar experiences which (for them) point at the validity of this observation.
18. He is now still waiting for Ahriman to incarnate, so he can transform the 8th layer - which is Ahrimans
domain.
19. When Christ said “Fear not for I have overcome the World” this also refers to the ability to transform the
subterranean forces. How this works is a topic for another article.
20. These have to do with the main 7 organs and their cohering Chakra’s.

